
Badr organization declares itself as a separated bloc from the Supreme
council and out of Al-Mihrab Martyr foundation

On Sunday 11th of March, 2012. In a statement after a meeting held between the leadership board

of the Badr organization and the Supreme Council, Badr organization has declared itself as an

independent organization from the Iraqi Islamic Supreme council and his leadership presented by

Sayeed Amar al-Hakeem. The meeting held to discuss the way of political cooperation and

coordination between them after the independence of Badr organization out of Al-Mihrab Martyr

foundation.

 The statement emphasized that Badr organization is an in dependent political bloc from al-

Mihrab Martyr and his leadership presented by Sayeed Amar al-Hakeem, in order to enable, as the

two blocs to bear their political responsibilities clearly, as the statement showed.

The statement mentioned that the independence of the both leaderships does not reduce the

importance of the common work and the high coordination between the both sides for what the

religious and national concern needs, indicating that the leaderships and the staff of the

Supreme Council and Badr organization has been tied up by the sacrifices of their great martyrs

and with rocky principles and approaches to follow the proper Islamic approach and the

religious authority orders,  and according to the national fundamentals legislated in the Iraqi

Constitution for serving Iraqi people and achieve his legal hopes, reminding with the great

role played by the Supreme council and  Badr organization in fighting the regime of Saddam,

defeating it and founding a constitutional, democratic and federal ruling in Iraq.

Here is the text of the statement:

In the name of Allah, the most gracious, the most merciful

“And say (unto them): Act! Allah will behold your actions, and ( so will ) his messenger and

the believers”

A common statement by the Supreme Council and Badr organization

Our dear fellow citizens... everyone realizes the roles played by the Supreme Council and Badr

organization to cherish the achievements attained by our people in fighting the regime of

Saddam defeating it and founding a constitutional, democratic and federal ruling in Iraq. The

Iraqi people knew the Supreme Council and Badr organizations as one approach with different

specialties and tasks for each other, to meet at the unity and the aim of the bloc…hence,

Sayeed Muhammad B. Al-Hakeem and Sayeed Abdul-Aziz al-Hakeem, for one hand, stressed of

preserving the unified political approach for the two foundations. and on the other hand,

stressed on the organizational independence for each foundation, which was the approach adopted

and followed by the Al-Mihrab Martyr foundation along the previous time.



Today, after the great developments and fixing the democratic and electoral concepts and after

series of discussions and meetings, the two blocs decided the necessity for a step forward and

declaring the independence of the two blocs’ leaderships too, to make it compatible with the

organizational independence.

 The Islamic Supreme council of Iraq and Badr organization declare with full awareness that

they are two independent foundations … and what they are seek for, is to enable the blocs to

achieve their tasks and responsibilities clearly…and as in the past, the independence of the

organizations did not prevent them to work within al-Mihrab Martyr’s bloc…therefore; the

independence of the two leaderships will never reduce the common work and the high coordination

between them with what the religious and national concern wants.

The leaders and the followers of the Supreme council and Badr organization were tied up by the

sacrifices of their great martyrs and rocky approaches to follow the Islamic and the Imams’

(PBUT) way the, the orders of the religious authority and according the national principles

legislated within the Iraqi Constitution, resolved to keep serving our people which are the

real inspiration source whom we all seek to serve and achieve his rights.

God mercy the martyrs of the Supreme Council and Badr organization, especially Sayeed Muhammad

B. Al-Hakeem, Sayeed Abdul-Aziz al-Hakeem and those of Iraqi Islamic and national movement,

peace be upon you. 

The Iraqi Islamic supreme Council         

                                                        Badr Organization 


